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MY SCORE MY SCORE

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
We ate at a very nice restaurant where the food 
was so dilicous. 

 2. Circle the correct spelling.  skiled skilled

 3. Which word has no oo (moon) sound?

  youth �rewood recruit

 4. Add er, re or our. The play we saw at the theat  

  was very funny—the writ  has a great sense 

  of hum .

 5. An antonym for identical is .

  alike different similar genuine

 6. Add a prefix to make the words mean do before.

  paid school

 7. The contraction it’s can mean:

   or 

 8. Write the homophone for bridle. 

 9. The underlined word has the fewest/most syllables.

  unexpected insigni�cant inability

 10. Write the plural of lady. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence.  
william shakespeares plays have been performed 
around the world for 400 years

 12. Add quotation marks to show what was said. 
She cried out from the audience, No! Don’t do it! 

 13. Add apostrophes for contraction and possession. 
Women werent allowed to act in Shakespeares time, 
so all womens parts were played by men.

 14. How many nouns?  Shakespeare’s popular play 
Hamlet is one of his most famous.

 15. Circle the possessive determiner.  
Romeo and Juliet are characters created by 
Shakespeare. Their tragic love story is well known.

 16. The underlined words are:  verb groups/noun phrases  
The dedicated actors had been rehearsing for many 
hours and were becoming tired.

 17. Underline the adverbial of place.  
Located beside the River Thames in London, the 
Globe Theatre often showcases Shakespeare’s plays. 

 18. The underlined words are:    determiners    pronouns 
There are thousands of visitors to the theatre each 
year. 

 19. Circle the conjunction. Watching a play at the Globe 
is a great experience, unless it rains! 

 20. Circle the adverb.  
The audience watched the play intently. 

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
A powerfull eagle soared effortlessly through the 
sky.

 2. Circle the incorrect spelling. groosome gruesome

 3. Rearrange the letters to make a word that means 

  upset, worried and tense. saxuoin 

 4. Add ar, au, or or. The rocket l nched tow d 

  the clouds, sc ching the ground as it took off. 
 5. The underlined word is the synonym/antonym for 

honest. pleasant insincere truthful

 6. Add the suffix ible to change the verbs to adjectives.

  force  access  reverse

 7. The contraction it’d can mean:

   or 

 8. Write the homophone for stationary. 

 9. Circle the word with the fewest syllables.

  through practising early

 10. Write the plural of nanny. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence.  
have you ever seen an eagle swoop to catch its prey

 12. Add commas to the list.  
An eagle’s diet can include small mammals �sh 
other smaller birds and lizards.

 13. Add an apostrophe or apostrophes to show possession.  
A large eagles wingspan can extend over two 
metres. 

 14. How many nouns?   
Success in hunting comes down to the eagle’s 
excellent vision, and its speed, power and accuracy. 

 15. Circle the pronoun and the noun it refers to.  
The eagles tended to their eaglets and fed them 
each morning. 

 16. The underlined words are:  verb groups/noun phrases 
The unsuspecting rabbit was grabbed by the eagle.

 17. Underline the adverbial of manner.  
We watched very eagerly and excitedly as the 
eagles soared above us. 

 18. The underlined words are:    determiners    pronouns 
I was lucky to take so many photos of them with my 
camera. It was such a great day!

 19. Circle the conjunction.  
Eaglets stay with their parents until they are about 
11 weeks old.  

 20. Circle the adverb.  
Stealthily, the eagle swooped towards its prey.
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MY SCOREMY SCORE

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
The preshious ring was worth a lot of money.

 2. Unjumble the jumbled word.  
They searched the antique markets for a gnaibra 
buy. 

 3. The underlined word is correct:  Yes  No 
jellus jealous

 4. The underlined word has the oo (shoot) sound. 
 Yes  No cartoon wouldn’t withdrew

 5. The antonym for ordinary is .

  unusual boring friendly

 6. Add a prefix to make the words mean do again.

  make arrange

 7. The contraction they’d can mean:

   or 

 8. Write the homophone for prints. 

 9. Circle the word with four syllables.

  examine intelligent extension

 10. Write the plural of arch. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence.  
did the womans engagement ring have diamonds 
and rubies in it

 12. Add quotation marks to show what was said.  
The woman screamed out, Call the police, my 
jewellery has been stolen!

 13. Add an apostrophe for contraction or possession. 
The burglars �ngerprints were left on the window.

 14. Write the missing pronouns. 

  ‘I can’t believe  was stolen,’  cried out. 

 15. Which is correct? women’s rings womens’ rings

 16. Write the missing verb in its correct form. steal

  Many people have had their jewellery . 

 17. loose or lose? 

  Are you absolutely certain you didn’t just  
it somewhere?

 18. Rewrite in the simple future tense (2 verbs). 

  Somebody stole it. 

 19. Question, exclamation or statement? 

  Do you think they will catch the thieves

 20. The underlined clause is main/subordinate.  
The thieves had been targeting homes when 
people were away on holidays. 

 1.  Rewrite the word correctly. 

  suspishoius 

 2. Rearrange the letters to make a word that means a 

  place where ships dock. brhuora 

 3. Circle the incorrect spelling. desparate desperate

 4. Add ui, ou or oo. The gr p on the cr se ship 

  were worried about the mons nal weather.  

 5. A synonym for precious is .
  cheap valuable expensive

 6. Add the suffix ly and change the adjectives to 

  adverbs. honest  foolish  smooth

 7. The contraction why’s can mean:

   or 

 8. Write the homophone for witch. 

 9. Circle the word with the fewest syllables.

  performance straighten extension

 10. Write the singular of dwarves. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence. the harbour in hong kong is 
one of the busiest in the world

 12. Add commas to the list. Ships import and export 
livestock grains manufactured goods and textiles. 

 13. Add apostrophes for possession and contraction. 
Didnt the ships captain see the other boat?

 14. The underlined words are the subject/object of the 
sentence. The massive ship docked in the harbour 
at midnight.

 15. The underlined words are the subject/object of the 
sentence. Workers were unloading the containers 
until midday. 

 16. Circle the subordinate clause.  
Once its contents had been unloaded, the ship was 
refuelled and reloaded.

 17. sight or site? 

  The harbour is a popular tourist  .

 18. Rewrite in the simple future tense.  
We watched the ships come in. 

  

 19. Which verb—praised or berated? 

  The captain  the crew for their efforts. 

 20. Add the correct possessive determiner. 

  Captain Dave rewarded  crew by  
offering them a day off.
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MY SCORE MY SCORE

DAY 85 DAY 86
 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  

Sur�ng lessons were a popyuler activity at the 
camp. 

 2.  Unjumble the jumbled word.  
The island had been hit by a huge nmisatu and 
some buildings were still under repair. 

 3. Circle the correct spelling. dictionary dictonry

 4. Circle the word with a silent consonant.

  vertical solemn de�nite

 5. Separate government into its syllables.

 6.  The root magn as in magnificent and magnify means: 
small average great

 7. Write wary and weary in the correct places.

  The tired and  surfers were  
of sharks in the water. 

 8.  Which word comes directly before fudge in 
alphabetical order?  fruit fuel ful�l frost

 9. Circle two words that can be built from claim.

  exclaim unclaim reclaimed claimness

 10.  Write the singular of beaches. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence. the 2005 boxing day 
tsunami devastated many asian countries

 12. Add brackets to enclose the parenthesis.  
The tsunami caused by an underwater earthquake 
killed many thousands of people. 

 13. Add apostrophe(s) to show contraction. There wasnt 
much warning of the tsunami before its arrival.

 14. The underlined words are common nouns/gender 
nouns. The presidents and leaders of many 
countries offered assistance to the affected areas. 

 15. Circle the auxiliary verb.  
Since the tsunami, people have worked to rebuild 
their lives and communities. 

 16. Circle the modal verb. Many lives might have been 
spared if more people were warned about the 
tsunami before it hit.

 17. Circle the adverbial of duration. People continued to 
search for their missing relatives for many months. 

 18. Circle the relative pronoun. One girl, who had 
studied tsunamis at school, warned people to move 
off the beach when the tide went out.

 19. Circle the adverbs. Natural disasters often occur 
suddenly and without warning. 

 20. Circle the preposition. The wall of water moved 
towards the shoreline. 

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.    vertical    horazontal
  

 2. Rearrange the letters to make a word that means bad 

  or unpleasant. lfawu 
 3. Circle the word with no sh sound.

  conscious picture ambitious
 4. Add letters that make the uh (schwa) sound. 

  cent  particul  daught

 5. The underlined word is the plural of �y.   Yes  No 
�ys �ies

 6.  The root fess in confess and profess means: 

  carry speak move

 7. alter or altar? 

  Can I please  my booking?
 8.  The underlined word comes first in alphabetical order. 

 Yes  No money Monday monarch moment
 9.  What is the base word of  

unreported and reportedly? 

 10.  break or brake? I really enjoyed the ski trip, 
  though unfortunately I did  my arm in a 

bad fall.
 11. Are quotation marks needed?  Yes  No 

Mark said that Japan is the most interesting 
country he has visited. 

 12. Add a comma to clarify meaning. If you can send us 
a postcard from the mountains.

 13. Add brackets to enclose the parenthesis.  
Niseko a popular area for skiing is located in the 
north of Japan.

 14. Circle the count nouns. We packed jackets, scarves 
and gloves for our snow holiday.

 15. Circle the abstract nouns. Our ski instructor showed 
amazing skill and courage on the slopes. 

 16. Write the auxiliary verb. If I  go back there 
tomorrow I would, it was such a great holiday!

 17. Write the comparative and superlative forms for good.

  Jo is a  skier than Sam, but Dad is 
  the .
 18. Circle the determiners.  

Each year someone in my family gets to pick a 
destination for our next holiday.

 19. Circle the coordinating conjunction. Mum prefers to 
go to the beach but we all like the snow the best. 

 20. Circle the prepositions.  
Sitting on the plane on the way home, I was 
thinking about what a fun time I'd had.
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MY SCOREMY SCORE

DAY 87 DAY 88
 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  

The children all had a wunderfull time at the circus.

 2. Circle the correct spelling.      recruit      recroote

 3. Which word has no or (for) sound?

  taught bought though

 4. Add ti, si or ci. There was ten on in the room as 

  the nervous musi an performed her audi on.

 5. The underlined word is the synonym/antonym for 
polite.     friendly     rude     courteous     meek

 6. Add a prefix to make the words mean do wrong.

  spell treat use

 7. Expand the contraction in context.  
It’s been raining all week! When will it ever stop?

 8. Write the homophone for caught. 

 9.  Circle three words that can be built from go.

  ongoing goed went ungoing undergo

 10. Write the plural of axe. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence.  
think about the greatest concert youve ever seen  
our music teacher instructed

 12. Add quotation marks to show what was said. Hmmm, 
Helen mused. That's dif�cult, I’ve seen so many!

 13. Add apostrophe(s) to show possession.  
Henrys guitar lessons were paying off as he was 
improving each day.

 14. Underline the object noun phrase. The energetic lead  
singer accidentally broke his guitar.

 15. Circle the abstract nouns.  
Everyone in my family has a passion for music and 
can play with great talent.

 16. Circle the verb groups. You must practise regularly if 
you would like to become a professional musician.

 17. Add a preposition.    in    across    Friends of ours 

  are lucky to have a studio  their house.

 18. The underlined words are personal or interrogative 
pronouns. Who is your favourite musician of all time 
and which instrument do they play?

 19. Write the conjunction.  but  or  so   
I enjoy listening to all kinds of music  my 
favourite genre is pop.

 20. How many verbs?  Music is great in so many 
ways; it can improve your mood, motivate  
you and entertain you. 

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
The label must be attashed if you return the dress.

 2. Circle the correct spelling. available     availible

 3. Rearrange the letters to make a word that means a 
young person or teenager. 

  hutyo 

 4. Add ar, ir or or. The impressive man was an 

  accomplished schol , a talented act  and he 

  also sang in a professional cho .

 5. The antonym for achieve is .

  try fail do go

 6. Add the suffix en to change the adjectives to verbs.

  �at  length  sharp

 7. Expand the contraction in context.  
It’d been a really long time since I had seen him.

 8. Write the homophone for meet. 

 9. What is the base word of  
moisturise and moisten? 

 10. their or they’re?  
Do you know if  coming? 

 11. Punctuate the sentence. the tour group would be 
visiting hollywood los angeles and las vegas

 12. The green comma is correct.  Yes  No  
I’d like to visit Venice Beach, the Santa Monica Pier 
and, the Hollywood sign.

 13. Add apostrophe(s) to show possession.  
All the cameras �ashes blinded the star as he left 
the building.

 14. Write the missing pronouns. The starlet took off 

   sunglasses and signed autographs for 

  the people,  were very grateful. 

 15. Which is correct?     men’s suits     mens’ suits

 16. Write the missing verb in its correct form. take 
Stars are constantly having their picture 

   by paparazzi and fans. 

 17. steel or steal?  
You mustn’t , it's against the law.

 18. Rewrite in the simple future tense. He went to LA. 

  

 19. Question, exclamation or statement? 

  Would you like to see that �lm with me

 20. The underlined clause is main or subordinate.  
Gina Lee, who hopes to become a �lm star, moved 
to LA last year. 
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MY SCORE MY SCORE

 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
‘What a deliteful bunch of �owers!’ she exclaimed.

 2. Unjumble the jumbled word.  
‘I rtiacpeaped all of your help around the house 
today,’ mum said gratefully.

 3. Circle the correct spelling.     coopon     coupon

 4. Circle the word with no or (for) sound.

  according caution forest

 5. The underlined word is a synonym/antonym for 
victory.           triumph           defeat           success

 6. Add a pre�x to make the words mean the opposite.

  correct active

 7. Expand the contraction in context.  
They’d like to travel to Japan for their next holiday.

 8. Write the homophone for would. 

 9. The underlined word has the fewest syllables. 

   Yes  No allowable relationship telephone

 10. Write the singular of atlases. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence.  
do you think that all family members should help 
with the housework 

 12. Add quotation marks to show what was said.  
Your turn to do the dishes, Rob, my sister yelled out.

 13. Add apostrophes for possession and contraction.  
In our house, Dad doesnt work and Mum does, so 
Dads job is to look after us and keep the house tidy.

 14. Write the missing pronouns. 

  Women used to be the  only ones  would 

  have stayed home. All of the housework was done 

  by .

 15. Are quotation marks needed?  Yes  No  
Bring me a nappy please, Mavis, Dad asked.

 16. Write the missing verb in its correct form. tidy

  ‘Have you  your room yet?’ Dad asked.

 17. Whose or Who’s? 

  ‘  left their socks lying around again?’ 
Dad demanded.

 18. Rewrite in the simple future tense. 

  I cleaned my room. 

 19. Question, command or statement? 

  Do you hang your clothes up or use a dryer

 20. Circle the pronoun and the noun(s) it refers to.  
Mum and Dad make a good team—they work  
well together. 

 1.  Rewrite the word correctly. defanite 

 2. Rearrange the letters to make a word that means a 
place to wash clothes. 

  rydualn 

 3. Circle the incorrect spelling.     average     avridge

 4. Add u, o or ough. The h ge crowd of people slowly 

  m ved thr  the wide tunnel.

 5. The antonym for freeze is .
  chill thaw cool crack

 6. Add the suffix able and change the verbs to adjectives.

  avoid  cure  enjoy

 7. Expand the contraction in context.  
‘Why’s the sky blue?’ the child asked innocently.

 8. Write the homophone for through. 

 9. The underlined word has the fewest/most syllables.
  preferring understandable excitable

 10. Write the singular of messes. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence. how many ways are there to 
travel across the english channel

 12. Add commas. You can travel by ferry train or even �y 
in an aeroplane! Cars buses and motorbikes can also 
be taken across on the ferries. 

 13. Add apostrophes to show possession.  
Standing on Dovers cliffs you can see Frances 
coastline across the channel.

 14. Underline the subject noun phrase.  
The Channel Tunnel was of�cially opened in 1994. 

 15. The underlined noun phrase is the sentence subject/
object. We bought the train tickets on the internet.  

 16. Underline the subordinate clause.  
The train’s driver, who is from France, greeted the 
passengers before departure.

 17. Write the comparative or superlative form for fast.

  The train is  than the ferry.

 18. Rewrite in the simple future tense.  
They travelled by train. 

  

 19. Which verb best expresses the meaning—bounded 
or glided? The super-fast ferry  quickly 
across the smooth water. 

 20. Add the personal pronouns. We collected  

  luggage when  arrived.
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MY SCORE

R
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N 1. Correct the spelling mistake.  
Dad cooked us a dilishus dinner last night.  

 2.  Unjumble the jumbled word.  All of the 
ships in the brhaour were prepared for the storm.

 3. Circle the correct spelling.  laundry lawndry

 4. Circle the word with a silent consonant.
  stream solemn citizen

 5. Separate relationship  
into its syllables. 

 6.  The root magn as in magnificent and magnify means:

  tiny great medium

 7. Write break and brake in the correct places. You may 

   a bone if you don’t use the bike’s s 
more often.

 8.  Which word comes directly before fruit in alphabetical 
  order? fuel ful�l frost

 9.  Circle three words that can be built from go.
  ongoing good went goed undergo

 10.  Write the singular of ladies. 

 11. Punctuate the sentence. the paci�c ring of �re 
describes a disaster-prone region of the world

 12. Add brackets to enclose the parenthesis.  
The Ring of Fire which basically borders the Paci�c 
Ocean indicates regions known for high incidences of 
earthquakes and volcanic activity. 

 13. Add one or more apostrophes to show possession.  
Japans 2011 earthquake and tsunamis impact was 
devastating to the country.

 14. The underlined words make a common noun/gender 
noun. Japan’s prime minister explained that it was 
the most dif�cult crisis for the country since the end 
of World War II.

 15. Circle the auxiliary verb. Nuclear power stations were 
badly damaged in the tsunami.

 16.  Circle the modal verb. The destruction of areas could 
be seen in satellite photographs.

 17. Circle the adverbial of duration.  
The clean-up effort lasted for many months.

 18. The underlined word is an possessive/relative pronoun. 
The disaster, which effected many local people, was 
also damaging to Japan’s tourism industry.

 19. Circle the adverbs. People hastily tried to reach higher 
ground to avoid the quickly approaching water.

 20. Circle the prepositions. The wall of water swept over 
large areas of Japan’s northern coastline. 

 21.  Circle the spelling mistake.  calm anxshus

 22. Circle the correct spelling. precious precoius

 23. Circle the word with no sh (ship) sound.
  tension attached musician

 24. Add letters that make the uh (schwa) sound. 

  theat  particul  hum

 25. The underlined word is the plural of axe. 
 Yes  No axis axes

 26. Add the suffix able to change the verbs to adjectives.

  avoid  cure  enjoy

 27. Expand the contraction in context.   
They’d be running late because of the storm.

 28. Write the homophone for prince. 

 29.  What is the base word of  
exclaim and reclaimed? 

 30.  lose or loose? Those clothes look  
on you; are they too big?

 31. Are quotation marks needed?  Yes  No  
How is a vulture different to an eagle? he asked.

 32. Add a commas to clarify meaning. Vultures often 
referred to as scavengers feed on carrion. 

 33. Add brackets to enclose the parenthesis.  
Carrion meaning dead meat can include prey left 
over from other animals, road kill or animals that 
died naturally.

 34. Circle the count nouns.  
A vulture’s feet are weaker than an eagle’s but they 
both have very strong, hooked beaks.

 35. Circle the abstract nouns.  
As vultures are so heavy, it takes a lot of effort for 
them to �y; therefore they wait for thermal streams 
to soar on so they save energy.

 36. Write the auxiliary verb. A vulture  safely 
digest very rotten meat in its stomach. 

 37. Write the comparative or superlative form. fast

  Eagles generally �y  than vultures as they 
need to catch live prey. 

 38. Circle the determiners. Vultures will locate an animal 
carcass and will wait in the trees above until the 
predator leaves the scene to feast on the remains.

 39. Circle the coordinating conjunction. The vultures 
feasted on the zebra and giraffe carcasses.

40.  Circle the prepositions. The vultures waited patiently 
in the treetops for the lions to leave. 
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